256	NORDIC BALLADS
No trace of the Nibelungs5 adventures is found in German or
Dutch balladry, but there are several pieces which recount the
characteristic incident of the other great poem, Kudrun (Erk-
Bohme 178-81). The heroine is a serving-maid at an inn. The
whole group, therefore, belongs to the epoch when the ballad was
no longer knightly, and taverns had replaced palaces as the normal
scenes of adventure. The epic is of the thirteenth century;
the ballads, as they now survive, are of the sixteenth or seven-
teenth. The landlady's ill treatment of the heroine is Implicit,
and the contemptuous attitude of the man who encounters her
at the inn is also implicit. In the epic both are fully accounted
for. The man recognizes her, as In the epic, for his long-lost
sister; the ballads do not trouble us with the figure of her
lover Ortwin, for they simplify the story and prune away every
detail that can be spared. Recognition In one case is by a bath-
tub which the girl possesses. It is an unlikely object, but a re-
miniscence of the scene in the epic in which she is encountered
washing clothes on the sea-shore. A much older ballad, how-
ever, is Die Meererin (Meier 4), which reproduces the epic
episode:
How soon afoot is the young sea-maid,
the beautiful, the young sea-maid !
In the morning early goes she out,
she goes to launder the fine cloth
To the wide, wide sea, to the deep sea.
She begins to wash, she washes clean.
At sea there swims a ship so small,
and sit therein two youthful lords:
'Good morning, beautiful sea-maid,
thou beautiful, thou young sea-maid.'
'Now thank you, thank you, youthful lords;
of good mornings my store is small P
He from his finger took a ring:
'Thou fair sea-maiden, have this thing P
4Nay, sir, I am no fair sea-maid,
for I am but the laundry-maid P
Into their ship the maid they guide
and sail away over ocean wide.

